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ABSTRACT 
 

Networks are ubiquitous. It is only recently, we started exploring what purpose they serve in real world. Biological 
research supposedly has, and will be, benefited most from the network science because of inherent complexity 
embedded in its multilayered organization. While the metabolic networks (MNs), gene-regulatory networks (GRNs) 
and protein-interaction networks (PINs) are being studied extensively, networks in context of epigenetics are largely 
ignored. Moreover, chromatin interactions networks (CINs), i.e., physical cross-talk among chromatin loci within 
nucleus, are rather in its infant stage. The present thesis aims to unravel and characterize networks in epigenetics using 
experimental and systems approach.  

We studied a CIN centered on one of the Achilles’ heels in mammalian development, namely H19 imprinting 
control region (H19-ICR). Malfunctioning of this small genomic locus has pleiotropic consequences. In particular, it 
breaks the barrier of parthenogenesis, predisposes the animal for cancer and hyper-sensitizes the growth factor Igf2 
post-receptor signaling. To explore CIN around H19-ICR (H-CIN), we devised a proximity-ligation based high 
resolution assay named as Circular Chromosome Conformation Capture, abbreviated as 4C. The method identifies all 
unknown interacting partners of a genomic locus of choice, H19-ICR in our case. Using 4C in combination with high 
throughput arrays, we uncovered wide-spread cis- and trans- interactions of H19-ICR in different mouse lineages. 
Incorporating an error in H19-ICR, that abolishes binding of CTCF protein, revealed allele-specific epigenetic 
regulation of  H-CIN. Further analysis suggested that H19-ICR could influence the gene expression at distance. 
Dedicated experiments on embryonic stem cells and in-vitro derived embryoid bodies show extensive reprogramming 
of H-CIN, which appears to be regulated by dynamic movement of H19-ICR itself, followed up by upregulation of 
proximal genes during differentiation. Genes proximal to interaction sites show general traits of being developmentally 
regulated. Moreover, we see a significant over-representation of imprinted domains from 13 different chromosomes 
that further prompted us to uncover an imprinted CIN consistently in embryonic stem cells, embryoid bodies, somatic 
and germ-line lineages using quantitative in-situ experiments.  Interestingly, CTCF binding sites within H19-ICR 
determines the physical proximity among imprinted loci and also transvect the epigenetic states, namely replication 
timing, of other imprinted loci during germ-line development. Comparative analysis on embryonic and germ-line stem 
cells indicates that the transvection of multiple imprinted loci by H19-ICR requires germ-line transmission. In brief, the 
study of H-CIN suggests that a single genomic locus could trans-regulate the epigenetic states of other genomic loci 
pleiotropically. Given the fact that  H19-ICR is the ancient most ICR and replication asynchrony is possibly an early 
epigenetic feature of imprinted genes, our results might suggest that tranvection through H-CIN might represents a 
possible evolutionary interplay in the establishment of imprinted clusters in placental mammals.  

We further explored a possible link to CTCF/Cohesins, the popular partners in orchestrating higher order chromatin 
structures in cis. Analysis, however, negates a general link to these and suggests multiple mechanisms of CTCF 
mediated trans-interactions. As this being studied, in parallel we search for the conformational feature of CTCF protein 
that might facilitate its binding to diverse promoters and co-factors. We predict that CTCF contains structurally 
disordered regions alternating to zinc fingers and towards the open terminals suggesting a possibility of multi-
conformation dynamics in CTCF structure that might contributes to its multiple interactions and eventually its diverse 
functions. This observation was an induction for the paper IV in the thesis wherein we report intrinsic structural 
disorder consistently in most chromatin modifiers. The physical feasibility ascribed by structural disorder might explain 
involvement of chromatin remodeling factors in diverse nuclear functions. 

It is increasingly being realized that CINs often associate with co-regulons, which in turn may associate with PINs. 
Interestingly, imprinted genes, besides their CIN, also organize their gene regulatory network known as imprinted gene 
network (IGN). On similar lines, we attempt to analyze their PIN that might be an indirect consequence of CIN 
followed by IGN. Systems analyses of available human PIN data uncovered a highly central and tightly bound network 
module of imprinted gene-products and their interacting partners (IGPN) dedicated to imprinted gene-function. The 
robustness of human interactome is significantly compromised by this network and its malfunctioning makes the 
human interactome vulnerable to errors. We further show association of this network with several complex disorders. 
The study opens up novel systems perspectives in understanding imprinted gene-function in mammals. 

Thus, the thesis deciphers novel networks implicated in epigenetics. In particular, we uncovered erroneous 
perturbations in imprinted interactomes, i.e., H-CIN and IGPN, which helps understanding their epigenetic and 
functional pleiotropy in mammalian imprintome.  
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1. General context 
Components in the world around us are never 
independent, they have an intrinsic property of being 
connected. Connected to an extent that we regard the 
world as small-world. A prevailing view about real world 
networks for several decades has been its randomness. 
The surprising realization of real world networks being 
non-random came very late towards the end of last 
decade. A break-through discovery, that most real world 
networks from our society to world wide web, to 
organized crime, to ecosystems, to cell biology share the 
same basic skeleton of network architecture, has 
revolutionarized our thinking of complex systems1. They 
belong to the same mathematical equation determining 
their nonrandom topology. The power-law equation 
( ) λ−≈ kkp , where p(k) is the proportion of nodes 

having sufficiently large k connections and λ is the a 
constant degree exponent whose value typically ranges 
2<λ<3, states that there would be very few nodes having 
large number of connections, while most other will have 
very few connections1 (f.1). Though nature, in general, 
follows its favorite Gaussian distribution, it imposes 
power-law almost flawlessly when the system experiences 
self organization or a transition from chaos to order. 
Interestingly, power-law also acts in complex activity 
dynamics of real world, which is characterized by bursts, 
an inherent pattern of sudden intense activity spaced by 
lengthy intervals of inactivity2. Temporal pattern of our e-
mail communication, earth-quacks, heart-beats, gene-
expression are few examples of burstiness2. Thus, the 
power-law is increasingly being recognized as a generic 
organizing principle across several complex systems. 
Presence of this trade mark in most real world networks 
argued strongly against the random views of networks and 
eventually abandoned those.  Such nonrandom network 
topology, also termed as scale-free topology, teaches us 
how complex systems acquire robustness1. Any random 
malfunctioning error in the scale free network is absorbed 
since most nodes do not connect sufficiently enough to 
rest of the network and thus fail to propagate the 
perturbation caused by the error. Moreover, given a 
sufficiently large scale-free network, a significant 
proportion of all nodes can be deleted without affecting its 
small-world property. At the same time, however, we 
have certain highly connected nodes or hubs that tie the 
whole network together. Selectively attacking these hubs 
would be fatal to the network. That is Achilles’ heel (f.1). 
We have Achilles’ heel in all complex systems1. Google 
on WWW, a manager or coordinator in an organization, 
P53 gene in cell, Arlanda airport in national/international 
flight network of Sweden etc are few examples of 
Achilles’ heel. Therefore, the real world networks harbor 
robustness against random errors along with vulnerability 
to targeted attacks. Robustness explains why life persists 
even after several internal errors in the cell, and why food 
chains in our ecosystems sustain even after gradual loss of 

several species. The vulnerability, on the other hand, 
explains why we see wide-spread black-out when certain 
node in our city’s power-grid fails and why we get cancer 
by malfunctioning of P53 gene. However, single hub 
failures generally do not propagate after some extent, 
since there would be other hubs that would still keep the 
network alive. Additionally, the perturbation might also 
get trapped locally in organized modules of networks. 
Thus, the chance to have a multiple hub failure that could 
cause severe system-wide perturbation would approach 
zero given the power-law distribution of connections. 
That is, the robustness prevails. Nevertheless, Achilles’ 
heels in the complex systems forces us to pay more 
attention to them. We learn how to control infectious 
disease outbreak by narrowing down to hubs, how to 
crack organized crime by targeting their key players, how 
to save the WWW from hackers by securing its hubs and 
how to cure a disease by keeping the cell’s hubs healthy 
and functioning. A vast majority of biological scientists 
indeed focus on such Achilles’ heels that were identified 
by their classical approach of introducing errors in the 
system and observing the phenotypic outcome.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The present thesis is based on few such Achilles’ 

heels, certainly not the only, in mammalian systems. 
Unlike traditional reductionist approach, the thesis 
identifies novel networks and their perturbations in 
context of epigenetics and mammalian development. In 
particular, we uncover an extensive chromatin interaction 
network (CIN) of a candidate Achilles’ heel in 
mammalian development, namely H19 imprinting control 
region or H19-ICR. We attempt to characterize functional 
and mechanical insights of these interactions. We further 
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Fig. 1. Origin of scale-free network model. Random network 
model of Erdős & Rényi, which prevailed for about half a 
century, has Gaussian distribution of node degrees. However, the 
real world networks are not random and possess a power-law (or 
scale-free) distribution of node-degrees as uncovered by 
Barabasi and group. A step further, Barabasi and group showed 
how a scale-free network could also be modular, as in the case of 
protein interaction and gene regulatory networks. 
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extend the analysis to protein interaction network (PIN) 
and identified a development and metabolism related, 
highly central network-module that compromises with 
robustness of whole human PIN when malfunction. In yet 
another study we uncovered a common structural feature 
supposedly responsible for high degree and diversity of 
protein interactions, again in context of epigenetics.  The 
text in the thesis makes some prior assumption about 
readers’ basic understanding of molecular biology and 
gene regulation. 

 
2. Epigenetics in 3D 

 
2.1. Epigenetics 
After decades of work in genetics, research focus is now 
redirected towards epigenetics, i.e. the molecular changes, 
other than in underlying DNA sequence, that alter gene 
function. Like genetic changes (mutations), epigenetic 
changes are also heritable, though not necessarily. One of 
the earliest examples of heritable epigenetic change is the 
peloric variants of Linaria flowers, first described by 
Linnaeus. The gene responsible for this change inherits 
the silencing epigenetically3.  In contrast to genetic 
changes, epigenetic changes are reversible and thus 
endow functional flexibility and diversity to the genome 
(f.2). Agouti gene determines coat color in mouse 
offspring depending on its epigenetic states in the mating 
parents4. Therefore, epigenetic changes determine the 
availability of genetic information stored in the DNA 
(f.2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are several mechanisms of epigenetic 
modifications in eukaryotes. The most studied one is 
DNA methylation (f.3a), i. e. substitution of a hydrogen 
atom with methyl (-CH3) group at C5 position on cytosine 
base. This is the only known chemical modification of 
DNA molecule itself in eukaryotes. DNA methylation has 
been extensively studied at CpG residues present 
primarily at regulatory sequence elements like proximal 
promoters of the genes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Based on CpG distribution, all promoters in 
mammalian genome(s) are categorized into two classes, 
those with low CpG density (LCG) and those with high 
CpG density (HCG) or CpG islands (CGI)5. HCG 
promoters, in general, associate with housekeeping genes, 
while LCGs are prominent in tissue specific genes5.  Both 
these promoters have distinct modes of action. DNA 
methylation at HCGs usually results in chromatin 
condensation, thus, forming a repressive structure 
inaccessible to transcriptional machinery. LCGs, in 
contrast, are methylated at sparse CpG residues that 
restrict the binding of transcription factors to the DNA. 
Further, the eukaryotic DNA, in general, is wrapped 
around by octamers of histones (nucleosomal structures) 
to form a thick chromatin fiber (f.3b). This provides an 
additional epigenetic layer to the gene regulatory 
machinery by controlling DNA accessibility to the 
transcription factors. Diverse post-translational 
modifications (f.3b) are carried out on histone tails by 
histone modifying enzymes, which in turn can have 
distinct downstream effects on transcription and other 
nuclear functions6. Most of the studied modifications 
occur at the proximal promoter, gene body, enhancers and 

Epigenetic change

Modification 

Heritable, flexible

Stored Information           Available Information

Heritable, stable 

 

 

Genetic change 

Mutation 

Fig. 2.  Genetic vs. epigenetic change. As the term itself suggests  
(‘epi’ =on the top), the epigenetic change is placed on the top of 
DNA by diverse modifications (DNA methylation, histone 
modifications, non-coding RNAs etc) unlike genetic change that 
involves the change in DNA sequence itself (mutation).  The 
epigenetic changes are reversible, thus ascribe flexibility to the 
genome and eventually determines the available content of the 
stored information in DNA.  
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Fig 3.  (a) DNA methylation at CpG residues. (b) Diverse post-
translational  modifications on  histone tails (the histone code). (c) 
Histone code on gene promoter is recognized by chromatin 
remodeling complexes that subsequently remodels the 
nucleosomal array that enables the transcription factors to access 
DNA.  
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(b) (c)
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insulator elements7. The chromatin marks at enhancers, in 
particular, vary in different cell types and regulate cell-
type specific transcriptional program7. In brief, the DNA 
methylation and diverse histone modifications together 
paint the genome in mosaic of active, inactive and poised 
states of chromatin, which in turn restrict the search space 
for regulatory proteins like chromatin remodeling factors. 
Chromatin remodeling factors make multimeric 
assemblies that recognize and reconfigure the chromatin 
states to enable the transcription factors access the cis-
regulatory elements8 (f.3c). Above these layers of 
regulation, is the layer of topological determinants. It is 
believed that higher order 3D orientation of chromatin 
fiber associates with function, however until recently 
there was lack of direct evidence of these phenomenon 
partly due to technical limitations. Subnuclear localization 
of genes, spatial crowding of nuclear factors, long-range 
communications among regulatory elements are the 
known topological determinants in nucleus that regulates 
expressivity of the genome and are discussed further. 

 
2.2. Non-random chromatin organization  
Eukaryotic nucleus is a complex, though highly (self-) 
organized organelle that contains several architectural and 
functional sub-compartments regulating essential 
biological processes like transcription, replication and 
DNA repair. Chromosomes, polymers of several giga-
daltons, occupy specific territorial space known as 
chromosomal territories9 (CTs) (f.4a). CTs conform into 
fractal organization (f.4a) that is driven by inherent 
properties of polymers harboring self-similarity and 
further stabilized by crowding (discussed later) forces 
asserted by chromatin interacting proteins. The radial 
organization of CTs is remarkably associated with gene 
density of the chromosome9, 10. Gene dense chromosomes, 
irrespective of length, are located towards interior of the 
nucleus, while gene poor chromosomes are arranged 
towards nuclear periphery9, 10 (f.4b). Though, the non-
random radial distribution of CTs is evident, precise 
positioning may not be seen all the cells in a population. 
This hints that there may be some probabilistic code for 
radial positional of CTs. In fact, probabilistic model based 
on gene density strongly suggests the existence of a 
probabilistic global positioning code, whereas 
deterministic models fail to show the same effect11.  
Moreover, territories themselves have preferred geometry 
determined by gene density and centromere/telomere 
orientations (f.4c). Again, the gene rich domains 
preferably locate to the periphery, while gene poor 
regions reside inside the territory12, however the claims 
are controversial10. Taken together, the chromosomal 
domains in mammalian nucleus seem to adapt gene 
density based organization besides their self organizing 
polymeric property.  

Further, in the absence of transcriptional activity, 
chromatin loci are generally remained confined in small 

intra-nuclear volumes for hours13. Although chromatin 
has random Brownian motion within a short range in its 
local environment, large scale random movements are 
nearly absent13. The mobility is further restricted for the 
chromatin loci located towards the nuclear periphery than 
the interior ones13. Attachment with nuclear membrane, 
accumulation of heterochromatin and spatial constraints 
are the proposed factors restricting the mobility of 
chromatin in peripheral regions13. Moreover, distinct 
nuclear structures like nuclear speckles, nucleolus etc 
(discussed later) can also restrict the large-scale random 
chromatin movements by trapping the chromatin domains.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spatial location of the gene in the nucleus often 

matters to its expression14. It has been observed that 
dragging a gene from nuclear interior to the periphery, by 
an inducible system, silences the gene15. Lamin, a nuclear 
envelop protein, strikingly associates with gene poor 
regions and form a repressive chromatin environment. 
Moreover, nuclear pore complexes have also been shown 
to associate with gene activity in collaboration with 
chromatin modifications 16, 17.  

Thus, the chromatin organization in the nucleus is far 
from being random and could associate with genomic 
functions. 

 

Fig. 4. Nonrandom chromatin organization. (a) Cartoon 
presentation of chromosomal territories (CTs) in the nucleus. CTs 
conform into fractal organization of ~1Mb domains. Chromatin 
fibers from neighboring domains can loop out to intermingle or to 
access factors in nuclear bodies like nuclear-speckles. (b) Non-
random radial distributions of gene-dense (red) and gene-poor  
(white) chromosomal regions. Distribution plot depicts distance of 
gene-rich and gene-poor regions from the center of the nucleus (c) 
Centro(grey)- and telo(red/blue)-mere dependent topology of 
chromosomal territory. 

Nuclear bodies ~1 Mb chromatin domains 
Inter‐chromatin 

channel 

Membrane 
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2.3. Chromatin Interaction Networks (CINs) 
Besides the global nonrandom arrangement of chromatin, 
there are numerous local regulatory topologies within CTs 
or in the inter-territorial space. To begin with, the genes 
themselves can make self-loops to bring promoter and 
terminator together to regulate its rapid transcription in a 
cyclic manner and to keep transcriptional memory over 
short periods of repression and re-induction18 (f.5a). This 
has been shown for several genes in yeast and rRNA 
genes in mammals19-21. Remarkably, self-looping is also 
observed in relatively shorter genes (~1 Kb) raising 
concerns over feasibility of chromatin looping21. 
Theoretically, two chromatin loci need to be around 
10kbp apart to form an optimum chromatin loop22. Since 
naked DNA is more flexible and can loop at 500bp 
distance22, nucleosome dynamics at transcribing locus 
could actually relax the chromatin fiber23. Interactions at 
short distances could also arise due to DNA condensation, 
supercoiling, higher affinity protein-protein interactions or 
additional force applied by strong DNA bending proteins. 
All these aspects together could reason for such 
experimental observations. Second, the enhancers located 
several kb away from the promoter has a mechanism to 
communicate with promoter.  One of the characteristics of 
enhancer action is that it retains the memory of its initial 
contact with RNA pol2 or transcription factors that 
determines its recurrent action on the transcriptional 
activity. Theoretical random jump model also confirms 
this observation24. Logically, this memory could be 
hypothesized in the form of a higher order topological 
structure formed by enhancer-promoter communication 
(f.5b). Such structures are, in turn, determined by the 
probability of site juxtaposition. The model of enhancer 
action by long-range looping, that could form structural 
memory for the recurrent transcription, has been long-
hypothesized. However, until recently there was lack of 
direct evidence of such phenomenon due to technical 
limitations. With the emergence of 3C (Chromosome 
Conformation Capture) 25, it is now feasible to screen 
such long range interactions. Using ChIP and 3C, it has 
been demonstrated that long range enhancer-promoter 
communications regulate the timing of transition between 
poised and active state of genes26. Elegant examples are 
worked out that show multipartite nature of enhancers 
(f.5b). TNF gene is shown to have two distal enhancers 
interacting with the proximal promoter in the activated T-
cells27. Multiple estrogen response elements (EREs) are 
found to interact together at the promoter of GREB1 
gene28. Interestingly, Estrogen response has also been 
shown to induce Actin/Myosin directed inter-
chromosomal long range interactions leading to activation 
of genes29. GREB1 gene, previously demonstrated to 
harbor cis-interactions with several ERE elements, is also 
a part of this trans- interaction network. Thus, the same 
environmental signal induces several kind of cis- and 
trans- interactions, that makes the scenario highly 

complicated. More recently, complete CIN of Estrogen 
response elements has been mapped by a naive ChIA-PET 
technique, which has uncovered a high proportion of 
complex cis-interactions as compared to duplex 
interaction strengthening bipartite nature of ERE 
enhancers30. Trans interactions, however, were rather few 
in their dataset, indicating that ERE elements primarily 
function in cis30. The authors clearly show that ERE-CIN 
associates with the expression of the estrogen responsive 
genes30.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The trans-communication among loci on different CTs 

can occur by distinct modes.  Extensive intermingling has 
been suggested on the territory edge of neighboring CTs31 
(f.4a). Interestingly, particular locus can also loop out 
from its CT to a substantial distant to regulate interaction 
in trans (f.5c). Probably one of the most interesting 
examples worked out so far is trans-interaction of H-
enhancer of olfactory receptor looping to promoters of 
other olfactory receptors from distinct chromosomes 32 
and ensuring the stochastic selection and expression of a 
single receptor at a time. As compared to Estrogen 
regulated interactions, the interactions here seem to have 
random and mutually exclusive choice of an interacting 
partner at a time to the bait. A recently uncovered CIN, 
including cis/trans interactions of hundreds of genes 
mediated by Klf1 transcription factor, is shown to 
associate with their transcriptional co-regulation33. 

Fig. 5.  Distinct higher order topologies in gene regulation. (a) 
Gene-loops regulating recurrent transcription in cyclic manner. (b) 
Multiple enhancers looping onto single gene-promoter. (c) Long 
range cis- and trans-looping of single enhancer to multiple 
promoters. (d) Large repressive complex having active domains 
looped out. 
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Moreover, a CIN of 13 subunits of Cytochrome-c-oxidase 
from 13 different chromosomes, assuring their co-
expression34, further consolidates the existence of wide-
spread CINs in context of transcriptional co-regulation.  

The networks of long range cis- and trans- interactions 
can also form large repressive or poised complexes with a 
potential to be activated at certain time (f.5d). Polycomb 
Response Elements (PRE) collide with each other to form 
a CIN of repressive Bithorax complex35.  Interestingly, the 
active domains loop out from this repressive complex 
upon activation35.  

These evidences together represent a conserved 
mechanism for activation as well as repression of genes 
by  higher order topological structures or CINs. In most of 
the cases studied so far, the regulation of such structures 
is clearly shown to be accompanied by the gene function. 
Thus, the 3-dimensional higher order chromatin structure 
is associated functional fate of the gene(s).  
 
2.4. Nuclear factors associated with CINs 
The factors involved in chromatin interactions can be 
diverse. RNA polymerase, general transcription factors, 
activators, repressors themselves can derive such 
interactions. However, there are few specific factors that, 
supposedly, are specialized to orchestrate higher order 
structures in the nucleus.  Among these CTCF, Cohesin 
and SATB1 are being considered as major architectural 
proteins in the nucleus36, 37. CTCF, a multifunctional 
protein and well known enhancer blocker and boundary 
element, is shown to regulate some of its, if not all, 
functions via long range interactions38.  Complex 
chromatin conformation at H19/Igf2 maternal locus 39, 
inducible looping at HLA-DQA1 (MHC-II genes) region40 
and homologous pairing during X-inactivation are shown 
to be mediated by CTCF41. Since CTCF is ubiquitously 
expressed, its DNA binding is regulated by mechanisms 
other than its differential expression, for example by 
binding to methylation free domains42, 43, diverse post-
translational modifications44-47, transcription of non-
coding RNA48, histone modifications49, 50, nucleolar 
localization51, chromatin remodeling52,  interaction with 
other factors like YY153, RNApol254, Cohesin55, nuclear 
lamina56 etc. Around 15,000 CTCF binding sites have 
been identified in mammalian genome that follows gene 
density quite strikingly57 and since gene dense regions are 
shown to be physically interacting58, there is a possibility 
that CTCF plays, though not necessarily, a global role in 
long range interactions genome wide. Furthermore, 
cohesins are shown to associate with CTCF binding 
genome wide uncovering non-canonical role of cohesins 
in transcriptional regulation55, 59, 60. Moreover, cohesins 
mediates higher order chromatin organization by 
physically linking CTCF to chromatin36, 61, 62. However, it 
remained to be seen if cohesins participate in CTCF 
mediated CINs genome-wide. We explored some of these 
aspects in paper III in the thesis.  SATB1, on the other 

hand, has been demonstrated to form a cage like structures 
tethering chromatin loops around37 (discussed later).  

Non-coding RNAs are being considered as an integral 
component of chromatin structure63 silencing several 
genes in cis and trans64-69. Some reports support their 
possible role in organizing higher order chromatin 
conformation66, 70-72, while others do not35, 73. Some of the 
unpublished data from our lab suggests the disruption of 
chromatin interaction complexes when treated the cross-
linked chromatin with RNase. However, it remains an 
interesting question to be answered in next few years. 

Moreover, the functional assemblies in the nucleus 
themselves could mediate interactions among distant 
chromatin loci. These are discussed in next section. 

 
2.5. Role of crowding forces 
The regulatory factors primarily occupy the space in inter-
chromatin compartments either within territories or inter-
territorial space. These regulatory factors are generally 
crowded in discrete foci by a process known as molecular 
crowding. Theoretical studies uncover that the 
phenomenon of depletion attraction (f.6) can lower the 
free energy of the system, which would otherwise be 
higher because of lower entropy of molecules in highly 
condensed environment, by volume exclusion upon 
macro-molecular interaction and serves as main driving 
force behind molecular crowding in the nucleus74. The 
molecular crowding increases- 1.) the effective 
concentration (thermodynamic activity measured per unit 
of available volume) of macromolecules and 2.) the 
association constants of relatively slower macro-
molecular reactions in-vivo, while dissociation constants 
remain unaffected75-78. One of the best studied examples 
of spatial crowding is nucleolus.  There are 1-4 nucleoli in 
each mammalian nucleus. These are the hubs of several 
regulatory factors involved in ribosome biogenesis, 
mRNA metabolism, cell cycle regulation, signal 
recognition particles biogenesis, protein folding and 
primary miRNA processing 79.  The nucleolar crowding is 
dependent on RNApol1 transcription. Inhibiting RNApol1 
leads to dis-integration of nucleoli 80. Dynamics of 
nucleoli also changes during cell-cycle and there occurs 
an organized disassembly onset of M-phase 81.  

The expressive and repressive states of genome 
themself could maintain their respective states by a 
positive feed-back mechanism between fractal 
organization of chromatin and crowding forces asserted 
by chromatin interacting proteins82.  Euchromatin shows 
higher fractal dimension than heterochromatin, thus 
ascribing wider search space for transcriptional 
machinery82. Heterochromatin, on the other hand, makes a 
compact foci due to relatively lower fractal dimension, 
which is further maintained by crowding of 
heterochromatin associated proteins82. Further, the pattern 
of heterochromatin foci might differ in distinct cell types 
partly due to relative expressivity of genome, distinct 
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nuclear packing and thermodynamic forces.  Interestingly, 
rod cells in nocturnal animals show peculiar pattern of 
heterochromatin, which could function as convex lens and 
focus the scattered light efficiently onto retina83 (f.7a). 
This hints at evolutionary forces that could modulate 
nuclear architecture and ascribe an additional constructive 
dimension to it, i.e., moon-lighting of heterochromatin 
besides its regular function of repressing genes 
constitutively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another appealing example of spatial crowding is the 

spatially concentrated foci of active RNApol2, also 
termed as ‘transcription factories’ (f.7b). These are 
considered as potential sites of ongoing transcription in 
the nucleus84. The idea logically emerged from the fact 
that number of nascent transcription sites in the 
mammalian nuclei is far less than the total RNApol2 
molecules. Therefore, ~75000 nascent transcripts are 
concentrated in ~2400 sites of ~80nm that are 
extranucleolar85. It is proposed that transcription factories 
are pre-determined structures where distal gene loci move 
for transcription and it is not a result of stochastic 
crowding of DNA bound RNApol2, though it is to be seen 
whether the movement of genes is directional or 
diffusive84. Inhibition of transcriptional initiation by heat 
shock induces partial dissociation of distal gene loci from 
transcription factories, while blocking transcriptional 
elongation does not affect the gene localization to the 
transcription factory 86. It seems that the chromatin loop 
organization is not strictly dependent on transcription 
factory and these structures could be formed prior to 
entering the transcription foci. This is also supported by 
another report where by blocking transcriptional initiation 
and elongation by α-amantin has no effect on long range 
interactions73. Distant interactions as well as 
active/inactive chromatin marks are maintained at β-
globin locus after inhibiting RNApol273. It is suggested 
that chromatin marks in collaboration with other factors 
are responsible for long range interactions, if not active 
RNApol2. Recently, using an artificial system, Xu et al 
showed that active genes with identical promoters co-
localize in a same specialized factory87. Specialization of 
transcription factories hints towards some specificity 
primarily determined by gene regulatory structure and the 
factors binding to it. Molecular crowding is also reported 

for several well known transcription factors. Surprisingly, 
the transcription factor foci do not overlap with 
transcription factories, except if these are general 
transcription factors88. It is hypothesized that these sites 
represent incomplete regulatory complexes that are devoid 
of RNApol2 or alternatively these could function as 
storage sites of specific factor, which could be fetched 
when needed. Such foci are seen to be positionally stable 
for shorter time periods (in minutes), but are 
comparatively mobile over longer periods. FRAP 
(Fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching) analyses 
reveal that there exists dynamic movements of factors 
inside-out these foci strengthening the hypothesis that 
these sites could regulate instant accessibility of the 
factor88. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, such nuclear assemblies are also reported 

for the factors prominently involved in architecting higher 
order chromatin structures. SATB1 has been 
demonstrated to form a cage like structure in thymocyte 
nucleus tethering several chromatin domains to itself and 
modulating chromatin marks in a lineage specific 
manner37. Importantly, in breast cancer SATB1 
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reorganizes the chromatin structure and changes the 
expression of hundreds of genes that eventually leads to 
metastasis89. However, the contribution of crowding 
forces in such large scale reorganizations remains to be 
explored. 

Thus, the crowding forces in the nucleus serve 
regulatory purpose, particularly to compartmentalize 
distinctly the transcriptional active/inactive domains and 
by regulating effective concentrations & association 
constants.   

 
2.6. Mosaic networks of genomic functions 
Long range interactions and nuclear sub-compartments 
are not limited to transcription, they also extend to other 
regulatory functions like splicing, replication and DNA 
repair. Nuclear speckles are the storage sites of splicing 
factors. Evidences hint that nuclear speckles are dynamic 
nuclear hubs for chromosomal interactions for 
transcriptional regulation29. Inhibiting the active 
transcription rapidly erases these nuclear factories90. 
Splicing, in general, occurs outside nuclear speckles, 
though introducing exogenous pre-mRNAs are shown to 
assemble at these sites91. Interestingly, deleting the crucial 
intron or exon that are known to recruit splicing factors, 
leads to de-localization of pre-mRNA from nuclear 
speckle sites suggesting that intron-containing active 
genes assemble at these sites for instant access to splicing 
machinery 91, 92. Moreover, bulk of chimeric transcripts in 
EST databases and evidences of physical proximity 
among translocation prone loci in cancers hints at 
inducible CINs of gene fusions and trans splicing93-95.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
       Live cell imaging in yeast has revealed the existence 
of replication factories, the sites of bulk DNA synthesis 96. 
It is argued that the replication factories are the 

consequence of DNA replication itself, strengthening 
function to sub-nuclear structure paradigm. Further, there 
is an association between timing of replication and gene 
expression. Active genes generally replicate early in the 
S-phase, whereas inactive genes replicate late97. It is 
hypothesized that early replication can specify permissive 
chromatin states for transcription, while late replication 
could determine heterochromatization of silent domains. 
However, the compartmentalization of replicating and 
transcribing domains is almost mutually exclusive and 
they change their nuclear occupancies during their 
progressive activation/inactivation in cell-cycle without 
overlapping with each other98 (f.8). This suggests a highly 
dynamic mosaic compartmentalization of essential 
genomic functions in mammalian nuclei. Though this 
model is conflicting to a previous observation99. 
Moreover, it has been postulated that the timing of 
replication is also determined by spatial nuclear position 
of the domain100. The origins are marked for early or late 
replication timing in the late telophase or early G1 phase, 
a phase when chromosomes undergo global 
rearrangements after mitosis101. The foci of early 
replicating domains are randomly distributed across 
nucleus, while late replicating foci are generally located 
towards nuclear periphery in the early G1 phase, however 
this association is disrupted in late G1 or S-phase 
suggesting that the origins are probably licensed for early 
or late replication in the early G1 phase probably by 
orchestrating chromosomal loci.  

DNA repair centers are inducible nuclear sub-
organelles where damaged DNA molecules assemble and 
followed up by sequential recruitment of DNA repair 
proteins 102.  The fact is based on the observation that the 
number of DNA repair centers are far less than number of 
DNA damage sites in the nucleus. Sometimes the DNA 
repair sites co-localize with transcription/nuclear speckle 
sites, particularly in the case of Transcription Coupled 
DNA repair (TCR), wherein the stalled RNA polymerase 
on damaged gene induces the progressive recruitment of 
DNA repair factors. Similarly, replication machinery is 
also shown to be targeted to DNA repair foci 103.  

Since transcription, replication and chromatin structure 
are also shown to be the determinants of the mammalian 
genome architecture linearly104, it can be concluded safely 
that various nuclear functions together drive the 
organization of mammalian genome compositionally as 
well as spatially.  

 
3. Epigenetics and mammalian development 

 
3.1. Genomic Imprinting  
The parental genomes in diploid cells are, in general, 
epigenetically equivalent. However, wide-spread mono-
allelic expression (f.9a) suggests partial epigenetic 
dimorphism in the genome105. Parentally fixed mono-
allelic expression, i.e., when the mono-allelic expression 
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Fig. 8.  Segregation and sub-nuclear localization of transcription 
and replication domains during S-phase. Transcription foci are 
shown in red, while replication foci are in green. 
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is inherited in parent of origin specific manner, is known 
as genomic imprinting. The genomic imprinted is found in 
insects, flowering plants and placental mammals and 
widely considered to be originated by parental conflict. 
Parental conflict theory106 states that the inequality in 
parental genomes due to imprinting evolved due to 
contrasting interest of each parental genome with respect 
to fitness of their genes. The paternal genome tends to 
maximize the growth resources for the offspring in order 
to outcompete other paternal genomes, while maternal 
genome tries to save resources for itself106. Accordingly 
many of the paternally expressed genes are growth factors 
and many of the maternally expressed genes are growth 
limiting. There are other theories of imprinting also, 
though not as widely accepted as parental conflict theory.  
Some authors suggest that the imprinting is the result of 
defense against foreign DNA like viral genome107. The 
theory is based on the fact that DNA methylation that is 
seen as defense mechanism against foreign DNA in 
prokaryotes as well as eukaryotes is prominently involved 
in imprinting too. Another theory namely intra-locus 
sexual conflict108 is based on the assumption that males 
are more likely to transmit high male fitness, whereas 
female would transmit female fitness.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As a result, evolution will direct paternal genome to 
repress the maternally inherited genes and vice-versa. 
Genomic imprinting, here, is suggested as a mean to 
moderate the severe outcome of such sexual conflict. A 
more recent theory states that imprinting with maternal 
expression may be evolved when natural selection favors 
co-adaptation of maternal and offspring traits109. Ohlsson 
and others suggested a more straight forward hypothesis 
that imprinting could have evolved by gradual parental 
fixation of random mono-allelic expression of the genes 
that have lethal effect if silenced on both alleles110 (f.9b).  

Most imprinted genes are located in clusters on 
chromosomes and often regulated by a single imprinting 
control region (ICR)111. Differential epigenetic 
modifications on ICR regulate allele-specific silencing of 
imprinted genes in the cluster111. In general, sequence 
features112, 113, differential methylation and allelic 
representation of H3K4 and H3K9 trimethylation marks114 
mark their identification. Moreover, few ICRs transcribe 
long noncoding RNAs that in collaboration with other 
chromatin marks set up cluster-wide imprinting 
program64-66, 111. Interestingly, long range interactions are 
also implicated in genomic imprinting suggesting it as 
widespread gene-regulation phenomenon. Complex loop 
formation mediated by CTCF/cohesin binding at H19 
imprinting control region (ICR) keeps maternal Igf2 allele 
in a repressive domain by restricting access to enhancers, 
i.e. insulation39, 61, 115-117. The loop could serve as 
epigenetic memory since it is maintained through 
mitosis115.  On paternal site, the methylation of ICR 
inhibits CTCF binding and Igf2 accesses the enhancer39.  
More details are illustrated in figure-9c,d. ICR in this 
particular locus is of special interest as error in this region 
has pleiotropic consequences. It causes parthenogenesis, 
predisposes animal for cancer, hyper-sensitizes Igf2 post-
receptor signaling in mice118-120, abrogates several cis 
interactions in cancer cells121. Moreover, H19-ICR is the 
ancient most ICR known so far suggesting its functional 
criticality122.  

Perturbations in regular genomic imprinting are 
strongly associated with cancer and several complex 
diseases like Angelman syndrome, Prader-Willi 
Syndrome, Beckwith-Wiedmann Syndrome. 
Dysregulation of regular imprinting pattern in germ-line 
development is one of the main causes for these 
syndromes123. Moreover, loss of Igf2 imprinting is 
associated with several cancers119, 124. Epigenetic haploidy 
of imprinted genes is considered to basic cause of their 
susceptibility. However, this may not be the sole 
reasoning. Evidences suggest that imprinted genes 
function pleiotropically, i.e., error at one imprinted locus 
can affect several other imprinted loci as observed in the 
case of Zac1 and H19125-127. Knocking down Zac1, a 
development regulatory protein and H19 a precursor 
miRNA alters the expression of other imprinted genes125-

127. Moreover, H19 is proposed to be a tumor suppressor 
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Fig. 9. (a) Allele-specific expression. (b) A probable model for 
the evolution of genomic imprinting from random mono-allelic 
expression. (c, d) Higher order chromatin structure of Igf2/H19 
locus on maternal chromosome (c) and paternal chromosome (d). 
CTCF and Cohesins mediate chromatin looping and restrict Igf2 
in a repressive domain on maternal chromosome 
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gene128. Imprinted genes are also shown to be co-
regulated during development125.  Thus, an imprinted 
gene network (IGN) has been proposed (f.10), which 
might regulate whole imprinted gene-function in a 
pleiotropic manner. Interestingly, multiple imprinted loci 
show hypomethylation of maternally methylated ICRs in 
BW syndrome suggesting role of certain trans acting 
factors in maintaining imprinting in somatic cells at 
maternally methylated ICRs, which when malfunction 
could induce mosaic imprinting error.129  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3.2. Epigenetic reprogramming 
Precursor cells, starting from a pluripotent state, gradually 
differentiate into diverse cell types during development. 
Flexible gene expression scheme in pluripotent cells is 
precisely reprogrammed into more defined and fixed cell-
type specific scheme130. Such large scale reprogramming 
of gene expression is, in turn, carried out by extensive 
acquisition and erasure of various epigenetic marks130 
(f.12). Histone modifications provide a flexible mean for 
such reprogramming events, while DNA methylation 
ascribes comparatively more stable change. During 
differentiation pluripotency related genes get silenced by 
histone modifications and DNA methylation130. A 
majority of the development related genes harbor 
H3K4me3, an activation mark, as well as H3K27me3, a 
repressive mark in pluripotent cells ascribing a potential 
to be activated or repressed during differentiation to a 
particular cell type 131. Such multivalent marks have also 
been suggested to enhance the affinity and specificity of 
chromatin remodeling assemblies to the modified histones 
132. This phenomenon is attributed to both the 
thermodynamic and kinetic reasons. Thermodynamically, 

there is effective reduction in the entropy due to 
restriction in rotational and translational freedom of 
binding. Reaction kinetics explains the enhancements in 
reaction rates by increasing effective concentration, not by 
increasing rate constants 132. Thus, multi-valency brings 
flexibility as well as thermodynamic ease in the system.  

During germ-line development, the DNA methylation 
and repressive histone modifications (such as H3K9 
methylation) are erased in PGCs (Primordial Germ Cells) 
and pluripotency related genes are re-expressed130 (f.12). 
This erasure ensures equivalent epigenotype in germ-line 
cells of male and female embryos. This is the only stage 
in mammalian development when both the parental 
genomes have almost the same epigenotype. Later on in 
the gamteogeneis the DNA gets methylated and 
development related genes are re-expressed130.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The epigenetic reprogramming of imprinted genes 

differ from rest of the genome130. Parental epigenetic 
marks are re-established in gametes and retained 
persistent during the embryonic development, unlike non-
imprinted genes that undergo another reprogramming 
event130. Epigenetic reprogramming at Igf2/H19 locus has 
been studied in detail133. The H19-ICR and Igf2 DMRs 
are methylated in sperms and unmethylated in oocytes133. 
While H19-ICR retains the germline imprints further after 
fertilization, paternal Igf2 DMRs get demethylated soon 
after fertilization and Igf2 shows bi-allelic expression in 
blastocyst stage133. At post implantation stage, imprints 
are re-established and Igf2 again shows imprinted 
expression. In male germ-line, H19-ICR paternalizes, i.e 
acquires imprints on both alleles, during 
spermatogonia spermatocyte transition, which parallels 
with H19-ICR’s association with BORIS, a CTCF 
paralogue specifically expressed in spermatocytes (paper 
II). Moreover, differential timing of imprint acquisition is 
observed for paternal and maternal ICRs. While paternal 
allele is methylated slightly earlier, ~50% of maternal 
alleles remain hypomethylated until the completion of 

Fig. 11. Imprinted Gene Network (IGN). Size of the node is 
scaled to corresponding degree of interaction. Red nodes 
represent the network uncovered by knock-out /transgenic 
experiments. Black solid-lines represent the network of H19 
ncRNA, while dashed-lines represent Zac1 network. Rest of the 
network (grey) is uncovered by correlation meta-analysis of 
microarray data. 
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Fig. 12. Epigenetic reprogramming during mammalian 
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meiosis134.  However, recently it is shown that H19-ICR 
could act autonomously and its function is not dependent 
on germ-line methylation suggesting that germ-line 
methylation may not be a primary imprint135. Thus, 
methylation could serve as stabilizer of some other 
primary epigenetic mark say histone modifications or 
replication timing (?) 

In yet another event, paternal x-chromosome in female 
2-cell stage embryo undergoes global inactivation by 
repressive chromatin environment driven by noncoding 
RNA Xist130. However, later at blastocyst stage, x-
inactivation is first reversed and then randomly re-
inactivated130. This re-inactivation, though random, is 
preserved irreversible in the life of the cell. During germ-
line development x-inactivation is also erased to generate 
epigenetically equivalent gametes130.  

 
3.3. Reprogramming of replication timing 
A genome wide study of replication timing in mouse 
reveals extensive alteration in replication timing patterns 
during ES cell differentiation136. The changes strikingly 
associate with gene density, transcription and sub-nuclear 
localization. Unique patterns of reprogramming suggest 
that replication timing is a distinct epigenetic signature 
that associates with other genetic and epigenetic marks136.  
More recently, Gondor and Ohlsson represented an 
interesting hypothesis that epigenetic reprogramming 
factors may determine the timing of replication and 
establishment/inheritance of epigenetic marks may require 
progression through S-phase137.  Their model proposes the 
coordination of replication timing through unique spatial 
clustering of origins before replication, which in turn may 
explain how epigenetic reprogramming events propagate 
through large domains during lineage specification137.  
Though, this promising model has implications in 
understanding development, evolution and diseases, 
detailed mechanistic understanding of this epigenetic 
mark (?) remains to be solved. 

Asynchronous replication is considered as hallmark of 
imprinted genes138. In most cases, the paternal allele 
replicates early, while maternal late regardless of their 
imprinting status138. Asynchronous replication and sub-
nuclear localization of Igf2/H19 imprinted domain is 
shown to be under the control of H19-ICR, though the 
report shows opposite pattern of replication timing of 
Igf2/H19 parental alleles, a conflicting observation to 
most others139. Asynchronous replication timing of 
imprinted domains is established in gametes and 
maintained further on in the development140.  This 
asynchrony is erased in the germ cells just before onset of 
meiosis by placing parental marks on the 
maternal/paternal copies in a gamete-specific manner. For 
example, late replicating allele of Igf2 (paternally 
expressed) shifts to early replication just before meiosis 
during spermatogenesis. Similarly, early replicating allele 
of Igf2r (maternally expressed) shifts to late replication 

during oogenesis140 (f.13). It is proposed that trans-acting 
factors specifically activated in S-phase recognizes certain 
cis-elements at the time of replication and once the timing 
pattern is set, it can be inherited to daughter cells by 
regulated appearance of trans- factors 140. Since, allele-
specific methylation is a one of characteristics of 
imprinted genes, it can provide a mechanism to set up the 
asynchronous replication timing, however evidences do 
not favor this. Mono-allelic expression of some imprinted 
genes can retain in the absence of DNA 
methyltransferases141. Moreover, it has been shown that 
asynchronous replication timing of imprinted genes is 
independent of DNA methylation139, 142. Differential 
conformational environment of the parental alleles might 
contribute in setting up such epigenetic marks. However, 
reprogramming of CINs and their association with other 
epigenetic marks remains unaddressed. Paper II addresses 
the possible link of CINs in regulating reprogramming of 
replication timing during germ-line development.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Epigenetics and Protein Interaction 
Networks (PINs) 
Mammalian nucleus is densely crowded environment and 
macromolecules keep on striking each other as per their 
diffusion rates in natural physiological conditions. Their 
binding to relatively static structures like chromatin, 
however, limits their mobility143. Most nuclear proteins 
also exchange between chromatin-bound and free states 
quite rapidly resulting in a highly dynamic interplay 
among nuclear factors and chromatin144-146. Crowding 
forces increases the association constants of 

Fig. 13.  Replication reprogramming of imprinted genes in germ 
line development. The late replicating allele of Igf2 replicates early 
just before the onset of meiosis during spermatogenesis, while 
early replicating allele of Igf2r locus shifts to late replication in 
oogenesis. Though, this reprogramming happens at different 
developmental stages in males (8 day old mice) and females (13,5 
dpc embryo), it remains to be associated with on the onset of 
meiosis.
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macromolecular interactions that bring assembly of multi-
protein complexes targeting essential genomic functions. 
However, how random collisions would determine the 
assembly of correct complex and how does complex 
recognize the correct target on chromatin? Live cell 
imaging together with systems biology has uncovered 
interesting insights into protein interaction dynamics and 
their interplay with the chromatin146. These studies 
support a combinatorial probabilistic model wherein 
macromolecules undergo a rapid association-dissociation 
dynamics and finally converge to a correct,   active 
complex146. The affinity for the correct complex 
formation and target recognition is determined by low 
dissociation rate, while specificity is brought by kinetic 
proofreading147, 148, a phenomenon wherein the several 
high energy intermediates are formed by ATP-driven 
mechanism and the complexes with low dissociation rates 
are selected thermodynamically. Such probabilistic model 
suggests that a large proportion of proteins would reside 
in incomplete and inactive complexes and often interact 
with chromatin non-specifically with relatively low 
residence time (~fraction of a second). That, indeed, 
reasons why only 1% of total RNA polymerases 
specifically bind to promoters and engage in full length 
transcription, while ~15% remain transiently bound and 
~85% are in free diffusive state146. Moreover, the model 
also suggests that assembly of correct complex would, in 
fact, vary cell to cell and resulting in transcriptional 
heterogeneity in a cell population, which is minimum at 
certain time point149 (f.14a). The stochasticity in gene 
expression could further lead to transcriptional bursts (f. 
14b), i.e. long period of inactivity intervened by short 
pulses or bursts of activity150, 151.  
       One of the main constituents of macromolecular 
assemblies that bind to chromatin are the chromatin 
modifying factors. These factors either modify or 
reconfigure nucleosomes to modulate DNA accessibility 
for transcription152-154. Besides their own biochemically 
stable complexes, these factors transiently interact with 
transcriptional activators and repressors8, 155-158. 
Chromatin modifying factors can be sub-grouped in two 
categories- ATP-dependent154 chromatin remodelers that 
use ATPase activity to reconfigure nucleosomes and 
ATP-independent159 histone modifiers which include 
Histone Deacetylase (HDAC), Histone Acetyl Transferase 
(HAT), Histone Methyl Transferase (HMT), Poly-ADP 
Ribose Polymerase (PARP), Histone Demethylase, 
Histone kinase,  Histone ubiquitilase, Histone de-
ubiquitilase, and Histone Proline isomerase159. Based on 
structural similarities, ATP dependent remodelers are 
further grouped into several sub-families like SWI/SNF, 
ISWI, CHD, INO80, and Rad160. Several functional 
domains such as ATPase, Chromo, Bromo, ARID, 
SWIRM, SANT and PHD are specific to these proteins160.  
Their indispensability, as revealed by mouse knock-out 
experiments161, suggests lack of redundancy in these 

factors questioning then why do a cell needs several ATP-
consuming chromatin remodelers just to open up the 
chromatin. The answer lies in accumulated literature that 
suggest several additional nuclear roles of chromatin 
remodeling complexes including splicing162, cohesin 
loading & chromosome segregation163-167, higher order 
chromatin structure168, telomere regulation169, 170, DNA 
replication171-173, check point control  and DNA repair174-

180.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although advent in high through put technologies does 

allow mapping of chromatin-protein interactions at 
genome scale, interaction of large macro-molecular 
assemblies with chromatin is yet to be explored in detail. 
A proteomics approach focused on chromatin need to be 
accelerated in higher eukaryotes. Nevertheless, protein-
protein interaction data obtained basically from yeast two 
hybrid screens and co-immunoprecipitations suggests 

Fig. 14. (a) Combinatorial probabilistic model of macromolecular 
assembly and transcriptional heterogeneity. Red colored factors 
are the components of correct transcriptional assembly, which 
shows heterogeneous binding pattern across a cell population. 
However, as the response time progresses, number of cells having 
correct assembly increases and further decreases as the assembly 
dissociates. (b) Transcriptional bursts in a single cell. 
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diverse interactions of chromatin remodeling proteins in 
yeast155. Yeast PIN has revealed their interactions with 
other factors related to transcription, DNA repair, DNA 
recombination, metabolism, cell cycle, ribosome 
biogenesis,  RNA processing, sporulation, transport, cell 
organization, stress response and protein degradation 
classes suggesting a high degree of diversity155. Further, 
chromatin remodeling enzymes show programmed 
dynamics during development181. In particular, 
combinatorial assembly of chromatin remodelers is 
observed during lineage specification181. Differential 
composition of these assemblies determines the 
pluripotency  or the lineage commitment of cells during 
differentiation process181. Combinatorial assemblies of 
chromatin remodeling complexes is, in fact, being 
proposed as a mean to acquire spatiotemporal  diversity in 
gene expression in brain181.  

What makes chromatin remodelers so versatile? What 
feature brings their diverse macromolecular interactions 
and combinatorial assemblies? These questioned are 
addressed in paper IV in the thesis. The induction for the 
hypothesis in paper IV comes from an observation that the 
wide range of interactions of HMG (f.15a), a group of 
chromatin interacting proteins, is attributed to its 
structural feature182, 183. HMG proteins are architectural 
transcription factors involved in assembling specific 
macromolecular complexes onto chromatin. It bends the 
DNA and that in turn facilitates the binding of other 
factors184. High centrality/hub-ness of HMGA is primarily 
attributed to its intrinsic structural disorder (f.15b) 
accompanied by post-translational modifications185. We 
introduce intrinsic disorder in the following section. 

The protein structure–function paradigm, which states 
that protein must fold to acquire its function, is based on 
the assumption that specific molecular recognition and 
binding in the cell requires precise geometrical orientation 
that is achieved by rigid three-dimensional structure of the 
protein. A rather late realization that many proteins, 1/3 of 
human proteome, remain completely or partially 
unfolded/disordered in their native functional state has 
prompted transformation of  ‘‘protein structure–function’’ 
paradigm to ‘‘protein trinity’’ paradigm, which states 
‘‘The native proteins can exist in any of the  three 
thermodynamic states—ordered, molten globule, and 
random coil”186. Any one of these states, not necessarily 
the ordered one, can be the native functional state of the 
protein186. Intrinsically disordered proteins are discovered 
more recently, partly because the biased biochemical and 
biophysical methods selectively work for globular 
proteins. Disordered regions do not crystallize into fixed 
structure and diffract x-rays chaotically.  Thus these 
regions are either excluded from the studies or are shown 
as missing coordinates, a trait which earlier limited their 
identification and later used to characterize the same. 
Disordered regions in protein renders larger search radius 
for initial molecular recognition187, 188  and their transition  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
to rigid conformations upon binding with interacting 
partners decreases the conformational entropy to form a 
compact, but reversible macromolecular assembly187 
(f.16a). Reversible transitions between disordered and 
ordered conformations might regulate biological function 
of the protein either by acting as conformational switch189 
or by stabilizing against protein degradation190.  Intrinsic 
disorder also allows multiple interactions by conforming 
into several flexible conformers and is a property of date 
hubs191, characterized by transient interaction with respect 
to time and space, in PPI as well as transcription 
regulatory network192. HMGA hub serves as an excellent 
example demonstrating how intrinsic disorder could 
contribute to higher diversity in molecular interactions. 
Moreover, another prominent hub TP53 that has >300 
interacting partners also harbors long disordered 
regions193.  

Intrinsically disordered regions are compositionally 
distinct from ordered regions. Disordered regions are 
enriched in hydrophilic and charged amino acids. 
Interestingly, a simple rule based on net charge and 
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Fig. 15.  HMG-PIN and structural disorder.  (a) Shown are the 
diverse protein interactions of HMG protein. Proteins belonging 
to same functional class are interlinked and clustered. (b) 
Intrinsic structural disorder in HMG protein as predicted by 
Charge-hydrophobicity method. 
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hydropathy could distinguish disordered proteins from 
ordered quite effectively194, 195. Natively disordered 
proteins cluster in the high net charge-low hydrophobicity 
half of the plot while other way side the ordered 
proteins194, 195 (f.16b). Following is the equation that 
demarcates best the ordered and disordered proteins. 

       151.1785.2 −= HR  

Where, R  and H  are the mean net charge and 
mean net hydrophobocity of the protein. Thus, based on 
sequence characteristics, several supervised and 
unsupervised algorithms have been developed for the 
prediction of local and global structural disorder in 
proteins196-202. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. CINs vs PINs : spin together? 
Like PINs, CINs also follow power-law, though in 
slightly different context. The frequency of interactions at 
closer distance across chromosomal length is quite high 
and decreases rapidly as the distance between interacting 
loci increases, thus conforming into fractal organization 
following a power-law distribution203 (f.17a). Moreover, 
chromatin interactions are shown to follow gene density, 
which itself follows power-law distribution (?) as shown 
in the following figure-17b. Even, if the interactions do 
not follow gene-density (paper III), they cluster at 
preferred locations intervened by large non-interacting 
regions on chromosomes and thus follow a power law (?)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another common and most fundamental aspect about 
CINs and PINs is that physical interactions, besides their 
random collisions, are accompanied by certain biological 
function. However, a bigger question is whether CINs and 
PINs spin together, i. e., could CINs determine their 
downstream PINs. It is increasingly being uncovered that 
co-regulated genes show physical proximity among their 
genomic loci in the nuclear space, most probably to access 
the transcription machinery specific to these genes33, 34. 
Co-regulated genes, in turn, could associate with physical 
interactions among their protein-products. Several reports 
claim nonrandom frequent protein interactions among co-
expressed genes in prokaryotes and yeast204, 205. In higher 
eukaryotes, however the correlation is relatively 
weaker206. This could attribute to following reasons. First, 
there might be higher noise, than anticipated earlier, in 
gene-expression data which fails to uncover weakly co-
expressed genes, second could be the partial lack of 
correlation between gene and protein expression levels 
and third might be the conditional protein-protein 
interaction under certain environment which is regulated 
by post-translational mechanisms. Nevertheless, a 
comprehensive analysis on multiple eukaryotic species 
has revealed that protein-products of genes that are 
consistently co-expressed in multiple species, indeed, 
interact frequently206. A probable reason to this is to 
control protein-protein interaction by balancing their 
concentrations right through transcription level. 

In an intriguing report, Rajapakse et al207 demonstrated 
that chromosomal arrangements indeed associates with 
co-expression of corresponding genes during lineage–
differentiation. The association is measured in terms of 
relative entropy. Both the chromosomal association and 
co-regulated gene-expression show higher entropy (chaos) 
upon lineage commitment of precursor cells and 
eventually ends up in highly ordered state upon lineage 
specification. The association of chromosomal topological 
arrangement and co-regulated gene-expression was 
further modeled using Kuramoto’s coupled oscillator 
model, wherein globally coupled oscillators exhibit 
transition from incoherence to coherence as their coupling 
strength passes certain threshold. Higher the association 
between chromosomes and co-regulated genes is, greater 
the coherence or order and vice-versa (f.18). This is 
probably the first report that generalize the observation of 
co-regulons’ association with chromosomal topologies at 
genomic scale.  

Therefore, by extrapolation, it is possible that stereo-
clustering of genes in the nucleus might indirectly 
regulate protein-protein interactions via regulating co-
regulons. Since imprinted genes conform CIN (paper 2) 
and GRN networks as discussed earlier, we attempt to 
address if these networks eventually regulate imprinted 
gene-function via remotely determining their co-operation 
at protein level.  We drifted away further and pruned our 
analysis in broader terms of imprinted gene-function in 

Fig. 17. Power law distribution in CINs. (a) log-log plot of 
contact probability and among genomic loci in cis and 
corresponding genomic distance (b) log-log plot of gene density 
and its frequency as measured in mm6 genome assembly of Mus.  
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Fig. 16. Intrinsic structural disorder. (a) Unfolded conformations 
renders greater capture radius for macromolecular interactions. 
Their coupled folding and binding ascribes reversibility in 
interaction. (b) Charge-hydrophobicity plot (Uversky’s plot) 
discriminates folded and unfolded proteins quite effectively.  
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mammals.  Concepts of network science, as discussed in 
Methods, are implemented to uncover systems properties 
of human imprintome. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Summary of Methods 
The thesis, in toto, comprises of several experimental and 
computational methods that sometimes differ significantly 
from one paper to the other.  To simplify the diversity and 
comprehensiveness of methods used, we brief them as 
following: 

 
6.1. Analysis of CINs 
 
6.1.1. Experimental system 
Most of the experimental work in the thesis, by the author, 
is performed on mouse cell-lines, namely R1 embryonic 
stem cells, their derived embryoid bodies (14 days, LIF 
withdrawal method) and MEF cells from SD7 X BL/6 
mice.  Some of the work is done on somatic and male 
germ-line cells on mice crosses generated by Pant et al208. 
these crosses  harbor substitution mutation in three out of 
total four CTCF-binding sites in H19-ICR in parent of 
origin specific manner.  

The male germ-line cells, namely spermatogonia, 
spermatocyte and round spermatids are distinguished 
based on heterochromatin pattern and nuclear morphology 
under confocal microscope. In spermatogonia, 
heterochromatin blobs appear scattered randomly in the 
nuclear space, while spermatocytes these blobs are 
enlarged and generally arranged towards nuclear 
periphery, also the size of nucleus itself is slightly larger 

than spermatogonia. The spermatid nuclei are small and 
have a single big blob of heterochromatin in the center. 
 
6.1.2. Circular Chromosome Conformation 
Capture (4C) 
4C assay209, 210 is a logical extension of 3C technique25. 
By incorporating circularization and subsequent inverse 
PCR steps, we can identify all unknown interacting 
partners of a known genomic bait in an unbiased 
manner209. Detailed strategy is shown in figure-19.  In 
brief, we - 

 Cross-link the chromatin with 1% formaldehyde  
Low % of formaldehyde is used to avoid over-
crosslinking of chromatin that in turn could affect 
digestion efficiency.  

 Digest with a 4-cutter restriction enzyme  
4-cutter, instead of 6-cutter, restriction enzyme 
ensures the higher resolution of our 4C assay 

 Ligate the open ends in a diluted  condition. 
Diluted condition prefers intra-molecular over 
inter-molecular ligation 

 De-crosslink the chromatin at 60° C. 
Heat dehydrates formaldehyde to it’s gaseous  
form. 

 Inverse, nested PCR of circular 4C product 
Inverse PCR from known bait region amplifies all 
unknown interacting partners ligated to the bait. 
Nested primers assure the specificity of PCR. 

 
Technological advances now allow screening of all-to-

all interactions (Hi-C203 & ChIA-PET30). A comparison of 
3C, 4C and HiC is sketched in figure-19. 
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Fig. 18. Coupled oscillator model of chromosomal association 
with co-regulated gene-expression. The model estimates how each 
chromosome (oscillator, red circle) associates (oscillates) with 
other chromosomes as a function of its share to co-regulated gene-
expression, i.e. measures the degree of coherence, during cell 
differentiation. Dispersed circles represent incoherent state where 
chromosomes are in different phases, while clustered circles depict 
coherent state where all chromosomes are at closer phases. 
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Fig. 19. Exploring CINs. Shown are the proximity-ligation 
based methods to identify chromatin interactions. The methods, 
basically, differ in their detection methods. 3C identifies one-to-
one interaction by selecting primers from two known regions of 
interest. 4C identifies one-to-all interactions by strategically 
placing primers on the known region of interest.  HiC or ChIA-
PET identifies all-to-all interactions by incorporating tagged 
linkers to the open ends and further capturing the same on the 
ligated junctions in sheared DNA. Pulled down DNA fragments 
are subjected to pair end tag (PET) sequencing. 
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6.1.3. Tiling array analysis and data-mining 
Amplified 4C product was further hybridized to 
Nimblegen tiling arrays. The data (4c & input genomic 
DNA) was quantile normalized across channels and 
samples. MA-plots, box-plots and quantile-quantile plots 
were used for quality control (f.20a). Signals were 
identified by rolling mean method211 (f.20b). Following p-
value211 was assigned to each sliding window: 

                        ⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
−=

n
ERFP

σ
ϖ1  

Where ϖ  is average log2(4c/input)  of sliding window, σ 
is standard deviation of background distribution (normal 
distribution of background was confirmed using QQ plot) 
and n is the number of probes in the sliding window211. 
Signal map and R-package were used for data 
visualization. Genomic data from UCSC and published 
genome-wide studies were used to annotate our 4C 
library. All computational programming and statistical 
testing were done on PERL and R platforms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.1.4. In situ analysis of CINs 
Interactions identified by 4C were validated and 
quantified by extensive 3D DNA FISH experiments. FISH 
also allows us to study dynamics of interactions, to certain 
extent, with respect to space/time and chromosomal 
territory. In particular, we applied triple color DNA FISH 
to study the cross-talk among imprinted domains from 7 
different chromosomes. 

 
6.1.5. Replication timing analysis 
Due to limited availability of germ-line cells, we studied 
the replication timing pattern by DNA FISH method. S-

phase nuclei are demarcated by staining PCNA. Single 
dot or singlet of stained DNA of interest suggests 
unreplicated allele, while doublet signifies replicated 
allele. Thus, distinct patterns of allelic replication, i.e 
singlet-singlet (SS), singlet-doublet (SD) and doublet-
doublet (DD), suggest higher probability of alleles 
replicating late, replicating asynchronously and 
replicating early in S-phase respectively (f.21). This 
method marks the end-point of replication and therefore is 
of higher resolution as compared to BrdU pulse labeling 
methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2. Analysis of PINs 
Human PPI data was obtained from Cytoscape212 datasets. 
The data is composite repository of protein or domain 
interaction data from DIP213, 214, BIND196, IntAct215, 
HPRD216 databases and several published articles217-219. It 
includes 61,226 interactions in total. Network was 
constructed and analyzed using data-structures and 
algorithms available in igraph library of R-package. 
Network visualization was done on Cytoscape212 
platform. Spring-embedded212 lay-out algorithms that 
push highly connected nodes towards interior and weakly 
connected nodes towards periphery were used. 

 
6.2.1. Network connectivity 
Connectivity is defined as ration of number of observed 
connections to expected connections in a network220.  
 

 
 
 

 
Where E = # observed edges, V= # of vertices. The 
quantity [V (V-1)] /2 is total possible number of edges in a 
graph. The value of conn ranges from 0 to 1. 

 
6.2.2. Transitivity 
Transitivity or clustering coefficient measures the 
probability that the neighboring vertices of a given vertex 
are connected. The local transitivity of a vertex v is ration 
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Fig. 20.  4C-array analysis. (a) Tiling array data from Nimblegen 
is quantile-normalized across channels and samples and quality 
assured by MA-, box- and QQ-plots. (b) Normalized log2 
(4c/input) signals were processed using rolling mean method. P-
value to each rolling window is assigned and further corrected 
using Bonferoni method. 
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DD                    SD                    SS 

Early                  Async               Late 
Fig. 21. Analysis of replication timing by DNA FISH. Doublet-
doublet signal suggests that both alleles are already replicated, i.e., 
higher probability to be replicated early in the S-phase. Singlet-
doublet signal represents asynchronous replication where one allele 
is already replicated and other is not. Singlet-singlet signal 
represents unreplicated alleles, i.e. higher probability of replicating 
late in the S-phase. 
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of triangles (λG) to total triplets (τG) centered on the vertex 
in graph (G)220 (f.22). 

( ) ( ) ( )vvvT GG τλ=  
 

T(v) is averaged over all vertices (n) to get  mean local 
transitivity of a network220. 

     ∑
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Global transitivity is the ration of total number of 
triangles to number of triplets in a network220. 

 

       ( ) ( )∑∑= GGT τλ  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2.3. Centrality  
Centrality, as the name itself suggests, measures how 
central a vertex is in the network. The simplest centrality 
measure is degree, i.e. number of connections, of a vertex. 
However, degree may not always reveal the true global 
centrality of a vertex. Certain vertices interact among 
themselves exclusively and thus forms highly intra-
connected network modules that are less connected to 
outside the network, for example, network module of 
ribosomal proteins. Thus, we used other centrality 
measures which consider the connectivity of the vertex to 
rest of the network, namely betweenness220 and 
closeness220. Betweenness measures number of all shortest 
paths passing through a vertex, while closeness measures 
the (inverse of) average length of shortest path to all other 
vertices in the network220 (f.23). Unweighted breadth-first 
search algorithm, built in iGraph, is used to find the 
shortest paths. By definition, betweenness centrality (CB) 
of a vertex v in graph G= (V, E) is given by, 

 
 
 

Where ( )vstσ  is the shortest path between s and t 
vertices passing through vertex v. Similarly Closeness 
centrality (CC) is given as 

          ( ) ( ) ⎟
⎠

⎞
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≠iv
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Where V is the total number of vertices, σvi  is the shortest 
path between vertex v and i 
 
6.3. Analysis of Intrinsic Disorder   
 
6.3.1. Data 
Protein sequences of chromatin remodeling factors were 
downloaded from CREMOFAC221 database, which 
includes 720 sequences from 49 different organisms. 
Redundant sequences were filtered using CD-Hit 
algorithm taking 40% identity criteria, which led to 147 
non-redundant chromatin remodeling protein sequences. 
Sequences for other chromatin proteins were taken from 
ChromDB222 database and again filtered using CD-Hit223. 

 
6.3.2. Prediction of intrinsic disorder 
As mentioned earlier, intrinsically disordered regions can 
be predicted by sequence properties alone. An index (IF) 
of protein folding potential can be derived from following 
equation201. 

    151.1785.2 −−= RHI F  

Where, R  and H  are the mean net charge and mean 
net hydrophobocity of the protein. FoldIndex algorithm 
uses this equation in a sliding window strategy. Another 
supervised algorithm, IUpred224, which uses amino acids’ 
strength of making stabilized contacts in a given window, 
is also used for consensus results. It estimates side chain 
pair-wise interaction energies in a window around a given 
residue and discriminate disordered regions from ordered 
as these would show distinctive range of interaction 
energies224. 

 

( ) ( )∑
∈≠≠

=
Vtvs

stB vvC σ

T = 0              T = 0.33              T = 1

Fig. 22.  Transitivity of a vertex (red) in three different scenarios. 
Case-1 does not has a triangle centered on the vertex of interest, 
thus shows 0/3=0  transitivity. Case-2 and -3 have 1 and 3 triangles 
centered on the vertex corresponding to 1/3=0.33  and 3/3 =1 
transitivity respectively.  

Fig.  23.  Measures of vertex centrality. (a) A toy network of 
V=11, E=12. The size of the node corresponds to its degree. (b)  
Closeness centrality reveals blue vertex as the most central 
followed by red and yellow. (c) Betweenness centrality reveals 
yellow vertex as the most central followed by grey and pink 
vertices. Note that red and blue vertices are not closer to yellow 
anymore. The closeness of vertices does not necessarily mean that 
they should also fall inbetween the shortest paths of the network.  
Thus, the application of these measures also associates to the 
context of the question. However, for large networks where order 
of vertex-centrality in a sub-network is irrelevant, the choice of 
method may not matter, as in our case, to a  greater extent. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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6.3.3. Sequence complexity 
Low sequence complexity often associates with unfolded 
conformations225.  We calculated sequence complexity 
using Shannon’s entropy225. 

      ∑
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Where, N= # amino acid i & L= length of the 
sequence. 

 
7. Results 

 
7.1. Specific aims of the thesis 
 

 To identify chromatin interaction networks 
(CINs) in the nucleus. The lack of appropriate 
techniques to explore such structures genome 
wide motivated us to invent novel technology. 

 To explore the epigenetic regulation of CINs. 
 To study the role of CINs in essential genomic 

functions like transcription.  
 To study the fate and role of CINs in epigenetic 

reprogramming during development. 
 To gain mechanistic insight of CINs, in 

particular, to study the factors (CTCF/cohesins) 
involved in these interactions. 

 To identify protein conformational feature that 
endow diverse interactions to CTCF and, in 
general, to other chromatin-interacting proteins 

 To study the PINs, if any, of CINs.  
 
7.2. Summary of Paper I 

 
A high resolution assay to explore chromatin 
interactions 
We present a novel assay “Circular Chromosome 
Conformation Capture (4C)” to identify genome wide 
interacting partners of a region of choice or bait in an 
unbiased manner.  The assay is briefed in the Methods 
section. We identified wide range of chromatin 
interactions of H19-ICR locus (H-CIN) confirming the 
efficiency of our assay. The 4C assay was further 
validated by 3C and DNA-FISH experiments. We 
specifically argue against random collisions in our 4C 
data by incorporating several technical controls in the 
assay. The non-randomness is further reflected in genetic 
and epigenetic features of interacting sequences. The wide 
range of trans interactions of H19-ICR appears to be  
unique as most studies elsewhere primarily reported 
interactions in cis30, 58(unpublished results in 
collaboration). This probably hints at hub-ness of H19-
ICR which might be attributed to hyper dynamics (being 
towards terminal?) of this locus.   
      Our 4C assay, when compared to other versions226, is 
of higher resolution which is determined by the choice of 
restriction enzyme and the design of array. By using 4-

cutter restriction enzyme (paper I, II & III) and 
performing a genome-wide tiling array at 52 bp resolution 
(paper II & III), we certainly cover interactions at higher 
resolution. High resolution of 4C further allows us map 
the interacting sequence which can further be subjected to 
sequence analysis as in the paper III. 

 
Epigenetic control of interactions 
We show that the long range trans-interactions identified 
by 4C are dependent on maternally inherited CTCF 
binding sites in H19-ICR.  Mutation in CTCF binding 
sites on maternal H19-ICR leads to significant loss of 
frequent trans-interactions. This observation was 
validated by 3C and DNA FISH analysis of randomly 
taken interactors from 4C library. Moreover, we observe 
over-representation of imprinted genes in the 4C library, 
further strengthening the epigenetic nature of these 
interactions. These epigenetic features also argue strongly 
against random collisions. 

 
Role of H-CIN  in transcriptional regulation 
To gain a functional insight of H-CIN, we narrowed down 
to an imprinted gene Impact located upstream to a 
metabolic gene Osbpl1a that interacts with H19 ICR in 
trans. We further checked the interaction between DMR 
of Impact gene with H19 ICR by 3C. Interestingly, Impact 
DMR interacts with maternal H19 ICR and mutation in 
maternal ICR enhances Osbpl1a expression by ~2.5 fold, 
while represses Impact by ~2 fold. This suggests that 
H19-ICR can influence transcription at distance 
mimicking as an insulator (?) in trans. 

 
H-CIN and ES cell differentiation 
To further explore the regulation of H-CIN, we studied 
their frequencies in undifferentiated embryonic stem cells 
and in-vitro derived embryoid bodies.  We see substantial 
change in the pattern of interactions upon differentiation, 
particularly, the high frequency interactions are more 
prominent in embryoid bodies as compared to ES cells. 
Low frequency interactions did not show any significant 
representation in either ES or embryoid bodies. The data, 
though limited, hints at reprogramming of interactions 
during ES cell differentiation. This prompted us to further 
explore the H-CIN at genome scale (paper II & III). 

 
7.3. Summary of Paper II 
 
Reprogramming of H-CIN during ES cell differentiation 
The H-CIN data in paper I limits to the interacting 
sequences identified by 4C cloning followed by 
sequencing. We further used tiling array approach to 
identify an unbiased genome-wide H-CIN. Significantly 
enriched regions identified in the genome wide 4C screen 
were further selected to design dedicated tiling array for 
4C analysis of mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells and 
derived embryoid bodies (EB). Reproducible 4C data 
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from ES and EB samples show striking re-orientation of 
interactions during differentiation. H19-ICR experiences 
highly complexed intra-chromosomal environment in ES 
cells, while gets loosen in EBs. Concomitant to this, 3D 
DNA FISH reveals that H19-ICR loops out of its 
chromosomal territory significantly more often in EBs 
than in ESCs. This hints that a particular region in the 
genome might regulate its cis- and trans- interactions by 
its own dynamic movement.  

 
Imprinted CIN 
In adherence to our earlier report, we found significant 
over-representation of imprinted loci in H-CIN. The 
imprinted genes, regardless of their expression status, 
were consistently over-represented in ESCs, EBs and 
neonatal liver 4C datasets.  To further uncover the 
underlying network, we perform extensive triple color 
DNA FISH experiments in ES cells. Quantitative analysis 
of all-to-all interactions revealed a wide-spread interaction 
network of imprinted loci from 7 distinct chromosomes. 
The imprinted loci primarily interact in a pair-wise 
manner (‘date’ interactions), whereas simultaneous 
interactions (‘party’ interactions) are comparatively rare. 
This could attribute to 1) highly dynamic nature of 
interactions and 2) cost asserted by physical constraints 
for having simultaneous interactions.  Furthermore, we 
observe differential site preference for cis- and trans- 
interactions. The cis- interactions, in general, happens 
inside the chromosomal territory, while trans- interactions 
happens on the edge or outside of territory suggesting that 
the movement of bait (H19-ICR) can, in fact, regulate the 
mutually exclusive repertoire of cis- and trans- 
interactions.  
 
H-CIN and Epigenetic reprogramming in germ-line  
Consistent over-representation of imprinted genes in 
different cell types may suggest stable inheritance of 
parental epigenetic mark during post-zygotic 
development. To elucidate the epigenetic fate of imprinted 
CIN, we extended our analysis to male germ-line 
development. We studied interactions together with an 
epigenetic feature replication timing, which is known to 
undergo reprogramming at imprinted loci at onset of 
meiosis during gametogenesis.  We recapture the 
imprinted CIN in spermatogonial cells, which is 
subsequently lost in spermatocytes and round spermatids 
and hence parallels epigenetic reprogramming. 
Spermatogonia inheriting mutations in CTCF binding 
sites in maternal H19 ICR, fail to show H-CIN suggesting 
H19 ICR as an organizer of imprinted CIN in germ-line.   
Further, asynchronous replication timing of all imprinted 
domains tested is significantly lost when maternal copy of 
H19-ICR inherits mutation in CTCF binding sites. This 
strongly suggests that H19-ICR can place epigenetic mark 
in trans and delay the epigenetic reprogramming in male 
germ-line development until the onset of meiosis.  

Moreover, the late replicating allele shifts to early 
replication as suggested by analysis on somatic lineage. 
Therefore, we speculate that the H-CIN is maternal in 
male germ-line. By extrapolation, it might be paternal in 
female germ-line.  
        Though the maternal mutation in H19-ICR abolishes 
the proximity among imprinted loci in germ cells, we 
were puzzled to see that proximity is retained in somatic 
cells. We argue that this might relate to following 
possibilities- 1.) The overall proximity among loci may 
not change, however the close interactions, which cannot 
be confirmed by DNA FISH, are lost. 2.) Regions in the 
Igf2/H19 domain, other than H19-ICR, might retain 
interactions. 3) Interactions in somatic lineages might 
have some other function, for example, these might 
regulate co-expression of imprinted genes that has been 
reported elsewhere125. This also prompted us to pursue the 
study presented in paper V. 
        Sequence analysis of interacting regions and their 
immediate neighbors hints at strand bias data not shown 
in the paper, f.24) near interacting sequences. Strand bias 
has earlier been shown as a genomic feature of replication 
origins in mammalian genomes104. Thus, probable 
collisions of replication origins in our data cannot be 
denied. H19-ICR, in fact, has been shown to harbor 
replication origins in nearby regions (data from a 
collaborator, not shown).  Thus, it can be speculated that 
CTCF sites on H19-ICR, along with other epigenetic 
regulators, might delay the firing of replication origin on 
maternal allele of imprinted genes and thus keeping 
alleles replicating asynchronously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H19-ICR: an ancient epigenetic organizer? 
Igf2/H19 locus is the only clustered imprinted gene locus 
in marsupials. Rest of the known imprinted genes are 
either not imprinted in marsupials or imprinted as 
singleton. Our data might suggest a possible mechanism 
involved in the evolution of the imprinted gene clusters 
from marsupials to eutherians (f.25). Other regions in the 
genome might have acquired epigenetic mark  
for imprinting (replication timing?) initially by interacting 
to H19-ICR (?) (f.25) and gained their own ICR later in 
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Fig. 24.  Strand bias near interacting regions of H19-ICR 
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the evolution. This may also strengthen the proposal that 
replication timing could be an ancient mean to establish 
imprinting followed up by more stable marks like DNA 
methylation to maintain it. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Since most of our analysis is centered on H19-ICR, it 
can be argued that our analysis is biased and regulation of 
imprinted CIN and non-allelic tranvection may also be 
contributed by other imprinted loci. We do not rule out 
this possibility. However, some of our analysis argues 
against this. We cross-checked the property of 
transvection when promoter of Kcnq1ot1, another 
imprinted gene which codes for noncoding RNA and 
regulate domain-wide imprinting, is deleted. We did not 
see any change in replication timing of Igf2/H19 domain 
while vice-versa is true (data not shown), suggesting that 
H19-ICR might act as a hub of transvection in 
mammalian imprintome.  
        In brief, the study uncovers how a single genomic 
locus could regulate epigenetic states at distance in a 
pleiotropic manner. 
 
7.4. Summary of paper III 
 
Genome wide CIN 
Using 4C in combination with tiling array, we uncovered 
genome-wide interactions of H19-ICR in the pooled 
sample of neonatal liver, neonatal brain, embryonic stem 
cell and embryoid bodies. The genome-wide data 
uncovers wide-spread cis- and trans- interactions of H19-
ICR. We see preferred clustering of interactions on 
spatially distinct regions on most chromosomes arguing 
against the random collisions. The interacting regions 
strongly associate with transcriptional units, not 
necessarily gene density, suggesting functional nature of 
these interactions.  
      Non random clustering of interactions prompted us to 
explore if power-law could emerge from our data. We 
calculated all-to-all distances among interacting 
sequences and plotted their distribution. The log-log plot 
(f.26) indeed suggests that the data follows a power law 
(chromatin interaction bursts?). Several factors like 
fractal organization of chromatin, dynamics of individual 

interacting loci, genomic/epigenomic structures could 
contribute to this. Though any further interpretation of 
power-law with our limited CIN data would just be a 
weak speculation, role of trade-mark features of power–
law (robustness, Achilles’ heel) in CIN cannot be ruled 
out.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Developmentally regulated H-CIN 
H-CIN shows significant association with gene-
expression during ES cell differentiation, bivalent 
chromatin marks and higher tissue specificity of proximal 
genes.  Though ES interactors do not associate with 
bivalent chromatin marks, EB interactors show strong 
association with bivalent marks of ES cells.  This could 
suggest that in ES cells H-CIN  has heterogeneous 
population of interactions, while the whole H-CIN 
organizes itself towards more of developmentally 
regulated genes. As Igf2 gene gets upregulated during ES 
cell differentiation and the whole Igf2/H19 domain also 
loops out from its chromosomal territory, it is possible 
that Igf2/H19 domain moves from an transcriptionally 
poised compartment to a comparatively more active 
compartment. This is also supported by time-series 
expression data of ES cell differentiation. Genes proximal 
to interactors show higher expression as the cells 
differentiate. 

Although the gene ontology analysis did not 
reveal any over-representation of particular functional 
class, the above observations does hint at development 
related function of H-CIN. 

 
Lack of CTCF/Cohesin’s association with H-CIN 
CTCF and Cohesins association is increasingly being 
proposed as global regulator of higher order chromatin 
conformation. Our analysis, however, contradicts this. We 
did not observe any over-representation of CTCF binding 
sites in our H-CIN library. Further, siRNA mediated 
silencing of Rad21, a cohesin subunit, does not alter the 
physical proximity among interactors. Enrichment of 
various other factor binding sites, as revealed by mapping 
TRANSFAC matrices, suggests a possibility of diverse 
mechanisms by which CTCF mediates chromatin 
interactions. Recently CTCF-binding sites are categorized 

Fig. 25.  A hypothetical model, partly supported by our data, for 
evolution of imprinted gene clusters in eutherians. 
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into low, medium and high occupancy sites, which 
interestingly differ in their epigenetic and functional 
fate227. As the consensus sites are being explored 
extensively, the protein aspects of CTCF, which could 
endow multiple interactions to it, remain ignored. Next 
paper in the thesis addresses this issue to some extent. 

 
7.5. Summary of paper IV 

 
Structural disorder in chromatin remodeling proteins 
Diverse nuclear functions of chromatin remodeling factors 
prompted us to explore the structural feature ascribing the 
multiple interactions. Structural disorder, earlier, has been 
shown to mediate transient interactions in PPI and 
transcriptional networks. Using computational methods, 
we consistently observed greater structural disorder in 
chromatin remodeling factors. The observation might 
explain the physical feasibility of diverse interactions of 
chromatin remodeling proteins with chromatin, DNA, 
RNA, transcription, replication, splicing and DNA repair 
factors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Since chromatin remodeling factors are, in general, 
large multi-domain proteins, it can be argued that larger 
protein length, which in turn could accommodate 
disordered regions, is the unique feature here instead of 
structural disorder. We rule out this possibility by 
normalizing the data to the protein length. Chromatin 
remodeling factors show consistently higher structural 
disorder than random datasets (f.27, data not shown in the 
paper). 
 
Low Sequence Complexity in observed LDRs  
Visual inspection of chromatin remodeling and 
polycomb/trithorax group of proteins suggested presence 
of tandem repeats of hydrophilic and charged amino 
acids. We consolidate the observation by calculating 
sequence complexity and repeat frequencies.  Presence of 
repeats might hint at evolutionary origin of these long 
disordered regions (LDRs) via repeat expansion. 

 
Structural disorder in other Chromatin proteins  
A further analysis on wide range of chromatin binding 
proteins revealed significant intrinsic disorder in most 

chromatin proteins. This may either suggest a necessity of 
disordered conformations for chromatin interaction or a 
greater diversity in interacting partners of chromatin 
proteins than anticipated so far. As LDRs are known to be 
implicated in coupled folding and binding, which brings 
reversible interactions (as discussed earlier), we further 
explored Protein Data Bank for structural evidence 
claiming the same. Though we could not find the 
instances of coupled folding and binding partly due to 
limited availability of disordered structures, with the help 
of few examples we show that disordered regions are 
indeed directly involved in interaction with naked or 
modified DNA and with other chromatin related proteins. 

 
Intrinsic disorder in CTCF 
One of the cases that we highlight in the article is CTCF 
protein. CTCF is known to recognize diverse promoters 
by different combinations of its 11 zinc fingers. CTCF 
also interacts with number of other proteins and undergo 
several post-translational modifications. We show that 
CTCF harbors disordered conformations on its terminals 
and between the Zn fingers, which in turn renders 
substantial flexibility to make diverse conformations and 
interact with diverse promoters and co-factors. Moreover, 
we find several protein/DNA interaction domains on free 
disordered tails of CTCF. In particular, we uncover 
disordered PEST (Pro-Glu-Ser-Thr) motifs, which are 
widely known to have multiple functional roles like 
regulating protein degradation (both ubiquitin and calpain 
mediated), protein-protein interactions and protein 
phosphorylation228.  Thus, the study uncovers previously 
undiscovered features of CTCF protein that could endow 
multiple mechanisms of its function. 

 
7.6. Summary of paper V 

 
Network of Imprinted gene-products & partners (IGPN) 
Massive amount of publicly available data allow us to 
perform systems analysis to test certain hypotheses. We 
pulled down PPI and gene-expression data of imprinted 
genes and subjected to extensive theoretical analysis. The 
analyses uncovered novel insights into imprinted gene-
function. Implementing several topological descriptors 
clearly suggested existence of a network module of 
imprinted gene-products and their interacting partners, 
dedicated to imprinted gene functions like cellular 
biosynthesis, development, metabolism, cell cycle and 
transcriptional regulation.   
      As the data suggest that imprinted gene-products are 
significantly closer to each other as compared to other 
proteins in HIN, we propose a hypothesis that “CIN 
regulating IGN regulating IGPN” (f.28), however it is not 
thoroughly supported yet and hence we do not claim this 
as such in the paper. 
 
High Centrality and dating in IGPN  
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Centrality descriptors suggest how important a vertex is in 
a network. We find that IGPN vertices are highly central 
to human interactome network (HIN). Imprinted gene-
products interact with highly central hubs in HIN which 
makes IGPN an Achilles’ heel in HIN. Its malfunction 
leads to expansion of HIN topology, i.e. longer routes to 
traverse.  In particular, date interactions among partners 
belonging to distinct functional classes in IGPN appears 
to be more central than the party interactions restricted to 
the same function suggesting that cross-transitivity is a 
critical component in IGPN as reported elsewhere also229. 
The date interactions, which are more central in IGPN, 
could indeed propagate the perturbation wider than the 
party interactions. 

  
Association with complex diseases 
Imprinted genes often associate with complex disorders 
either genetically or epigenetically. Since imprinted genes 
are part of an extensively connected network module, 
IGPN, it is possible that significant proportion of this 
network interplays in disease development. We find 
significant representation of IGPN genes in OMIM’s 
Morbid entries suggesting their genetic association with 
diseases. This clearly relates topological centrality of 
IGPN to their functional indispensability. We further 
explore the gene expression data for complex disorders 
and find ~88% of total IGPN genes perturbed in disease 
phenotypes.   Moreover, genes dysregulated in multiple 
diseases show greater centrality in IGPN network, hinting 
at their possible topological role in propagating 
perturbation in the network 

 
Imprinted gene-products as VIP club 
VIP club phenomenon230 values certain vertices in a 
network that do not interact with many partners but with 
most influential partners (f.29).  VIP club escape the cost 
of having extensive interactions and could manipulate the 
hubs in the network without being exposed themselves to 
the mass abruptly.  Imprinted gene-products might be 
analogues to VIP club as we see they interact to top hubs 
and bring them together to constitute a central network 
module in human interactome.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Conclusions 
We decipher and annotate novel networks in context of 
epigenetics. In particular, we establish a novel high 
resolution, high throughput assay, 4C, to identify one-to-
all chromatin interactome(s) in genome. The assay further 
enabled us uncovering an imprinted chromatin 
interactome centered on H19-ICR, which associates with 
long range non-allelic transvection of epigenetic states 
across most of imprintome. In particular, CTCF sites on 
H19-ICR determine the physical proximity among most 
imprinted loci and transduce their epigenetic states during 
germline development. Thus, the probable Achilles’ heel 
in mammalian development, i.e. H19-ICR, proves its 
identity of being so. We propose that H19-ICR could act 
as a hub (?) of transvection in mammalian imprintome.  
       We show that physical proximity among imprinted or 
non-imprinted loci in trans may not be strictly mediated 
by CTCF-Cohesin combination, in contrast to their 
emerging role in linking relatively short range cis 
complexes. We propose multiple mechanisms of CTCF 
mediated interactions, which could partially be attributed 
to structural disorder in CTCF protein.  
       As the network properties of imprinted genes are 
increasingly being realized, we show that this trait could 
indeed be extended to their protein interaction network. 
Their greater “small world-ness” strongly supports 
existence of their network-module. We show that 
imprinted gene-products tie together the highly central 
hubs (Achilles’ heels) of human interactome, which could 
impose higher vulnerability to errors in human 
interactome. We propose that imprinted gene-products 
could act as VIP club, which themselves escape the cost 
of being hub; instead they connect to most central hubs 
and probably modulate them. 

Our study opens up novel networks perspective 
in epigenetics, which could endow pleiotropy to the 
system. Extensive implementation of such holistic 
strategy in future could help uncovering novel insights in 
epigenetics which would otherwise go unnoticed in 
traditional reductionist approach. 
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